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Abstract 

We present how Immersive Virtual Reality (IVR) technology can be used for interpersonal skills 

training in organizations. We review the distinguishing features of IVR and its potential strengths 

and limitations for interpersonal skills training. There is a pressing need for more empirical 

evidence which is why we propose a research agenda with the aim of establishing IVR 

interpersonal skills training in the domain of human resource development. The proposed 

research agenda encompasses a set of 10 hypotheses that cover two axes: (1) factors that affect 

training transfer and (2) personality characteristics. We illustrate how these hypotheses can be 

tested empirically, and discuss limitations and future roles for HRD scholars in such research. 
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The Future of Interpersonal Skills Development:  

Immersive Virtual Reality Training with Virtual Humans 

Companies spend enormous amounts of their budgets on training. In 2013, corporate 

training cost over $ 130 Billion worldwide with the lion share (35%) going into management and 

leadership development training (O'Leonard, 2014). An important element of these trainings is 

the development of interpersonal skills (Crosbie, 2005; Riggio & Lee, 2007; Riggio & Reichard, 

2008). Klein, DeRouin, and Salas (2006, p. 81) define interpersonal skills as an umbrella term 

that refers to “goal directed behaviors, including communication and relationship-building 

competencies, employed in interpersonal interaction episodes characterized by complex 

perceptual and cognitive processes, dynamic verbal and nonverbal interaction exchanges, diverse 

roles, motivations, and expectancies.”  

Interpersonal skills development in management programs revolve around training of 

leadership, negotiation, and communication skills (Hunt & Baruch, 2003). Meta-analyses show 

that the training effect is most pronounced for interpersonal skills training (Arthur, Bennett, 

Edens, & Bell, 2003). Given this success, companies will continue to invest in interpersonal skills 

training. But what is the future of interpersonal skills training? 

Traditionally, interpersonal skills are trained via role play. Participants experience specific 

social situations (e.g., giving a short presentation in front of other trainees) and receive 

performance feedback (e.g., watching one’s videotape, peer trainee, or instructor feedback) 

(Agboola Sogunro, 2004; Salas, Wildman, & Piccolo, 2009). In this article, we present a new and 

innovative approach for interpersonal skills training: the use of Immersive Virtual Reality (IVR) 

technology with virtual humans as training partners. Virtual reality can be defined as a fully 

controlled computer-simulated environment replicating the basic features of a real situation, 
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including its psychological processes (Pierce & Aguinis, 1997). We focus on immersive 3D 

virtual reality environments for training (Kapp & O'Driscoll, 2009). Immersion means that the 

user has a first person perspective (Salamin, Tadi, Blanke, Vexo, & Thalmann, 2010) and sees 

the virtual world through a pair of 3D goggles, called Head Mounted Display (HMD). The virtual 

world completely surrounds the users allowing them to encounter and interact with virtual 

humans (Figure 1). 

In clinical psychology, IVR training is already established under the name of Virtual 

Reality Exposure Therapy (VRET) (Opriş et al., 2012; Powers & Emmelkamp, 2008) and is 

successfully used for the treatment of anxiety disorders. The use of virtual reality for human 

resource development has been coined as Virtual Human Resource Development (VHRD) 

(Bennett, 2009; Gorini & Riva, 2008; Harris, Kemmerling, & North, 2002; McWhorter, 2010). 

Most of VHRD has focused on so-called screen-based (or desktop) virtual reality in which 

complex virtual environments are displayed on a computer screen and the user can navigate in 

these 3D environments and manipulate objects typically via the computer mouse (Ausburn & 

Ausburn, 2014; Mancuso, Chlup, & McWhorter, 2010). The vast majority of these scenarios do 

not contain virtual humans as social interaction partners nor do they include a full virtual 

immersion. The goal of the present article is to introduce IVR with virtual humans in the human 

resource development domain and more specifically to discuss how it can be used for 

interpersonal skills training. We aim at providing an understanding for what is possible to date 

with virtual reality in terms of social skills training and what is not (yet) possible. Such an 

understanding is important for evaluating the benefits and drawbacks of the technology and for 

asking the right research questions. We suggest a research agenda that builds on the analysis of 
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the particularities of IVR training in relation to existing learning and training models stemming 

from the human resource development field.  

IVR and Virtual Humans 

Interpersonal skills training necessitates practice with another person in the form of a role 

play (Agboola Sogunro, 2004; Salas et al., 2009) which in a virtual environment means training 

with virtual humans. Virtual humans are 3D representations of humans. These virtual humans can 

move around in the virtual world and interact with trainees by, for instance, looking at them, 

approaching them, and talking to them. Virtual humans speak with a human (prerecorded) voice 

while moving their lips in synchrony with what they say. They can either be agents in which case 

they are entirely preprogrammed and nothing else than a computer algorithm; or they can be 

avatars, meaning that they represent a real human in the virtual world and are controlled by this 

real human (Fox et al., 2015). A person chooses an avatar that represents him or her in a virtual 

world and controls what the avatar does in the virtual environment. Such virtual platforms can be 

used for training. Users can practice with other people (represented by avatars) and these others 

can either be lay people or experts. Second life is a platform that enables such encounters 

(Mancuso et al., 2010; Short, 2013). The biggest advantage of such platforms is that they can 

bring together trainees and trainers from geographically distant locations what would not have a 

chance to meet otherwise (McWhorter & Lynham, 2014; Short, 2013).  

Using agents as social interaction partners for training is what we are focusing on in the 

present article. The big advantage of using agents as training partners is precisely that they are 

always available because there is no real human needed to control them or make them react; they 

are programmed to react in a certain manner depending on what happens in the training scenario. 

This is a very economical way to train interpersonal skills because it replaces the training partner 
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with a computer algorithm. The distinction between avatar and agent is not always completely 

clear-cut. In many IVR trainings, the trainer, although not represented in the virtual world with an 

avatar, is the one who controls the virtual training interaction partner via the computer. The 

trainer can choose among different preprogrammed agent reactions during training. As an 

example, in a public speaking simulation, when the trainee performs well, the trainer can give a 

computer input that makes the agents in the audience clap, smile, or look at the trainee with 

interest. All of these virtual human reactions need to be preprogrammed and an input into the 

simulation has to “tell” the program to activate a given reaction. In other words, there is no 

spontaneity in the virtual human’s reaction or behavior. This limited interactivity between the 

trainee and the virtual human is one of the main limitations of IVR for social skills training 

(Bombari, Schmid Mast, Canadas, & Bachmann, 2015). Currently and until further development 

of artificial intelligence, training scenarios in which the trainee is active and the virtual humans 

remain relatively passive (e.g., the trainee gives a presentation in front of a virtual audience of 

agents who essentially listen) and scenarios in which the trainee reacts to a specific behavior of 

the virtual human (e.g., the trainee is in the role of a job applicant and answers job interview 

questions posed by a virtual recruiter) are the most promising applications of IVR for 

interpersonal skills training. 

Different IVR training solutions are available. There are walking IVR settings (Ruddle & 

Lessels, 2009) in which the trainees wear an HMD and are tracked in the 3D environment 

allowing for moving around in IVR like in the real world. For example, a trainee can present a 

project during a business meeting and, like in real-life, walk around, approach some audience 

members, or make eye contact (Figure 1). There is also the possibility to use desktop IVR 

settings in which trainees sit in front of a computer with the HMD and encounter agents (Lee, 
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Wong, & Fung, 2010) to train, for instance, answering specific job interview questions (Figure 

2). Note that desktop IVR is not the same as the aforementioned screen-based (or desktop) 

VHRD; the difference is the immersion, meaning that in IVR, the user wears an HMD whereas in 

the VHRD, oftentimes, the user looks at a computer screen and is not immersed. In IVR, the user 

has a so-called first person perspective (Salamin, Thalmann, & Vexo, 2006) which means that he 

or she is not represented with an avatar in the virtual world but sees the virtual world through the 

HMD and is completely surrounded by the virtual world. In VHRD, oftentimes, the user has a so-

called third person perspective, meaning that the user sees his or her avatar represented in the 

virtual world. Table 1 summarizes the main characteristics of the different VR training systems 

available. 

Why Use IVR for Social Skills Training? 

In educational science, IVR technology has been used and has shown promising results 

(Berman, Durning, Fischer, Huwendiek, & Triola, 2016; Lok et al., 2006). Mostly, the effect of 

virtual teachers (compared to real teachers) has been explored (Bailenson et al., 2008; 

Mikropoulos & Natsis, 2011). Our approach is different; we focus on using virtual training 

partners for interpersonal skills training. The idea is not to replace the real trainer with a virtual 

one but to provide a virtual training partner with whom the trainee can practice the skills. This is 

very close to how IVR is used in clinical psychology. There, Virtual Reality Exposure Therapy 

(VRET) has proven to be an effective treatment of anxiety disorders (Parsons & Rizzo, 2008; 

Powers & Emmelkamp, 2008). Some of the VRETs are geared towards social interactions as, for 

instance, treatment of social anxiety. Social anxiety is a marked and persistent fear of being 

exposed to unfamiliar people or to possible scrutiny by others. The individual fears that he or she 
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will act in a way (or show anxiety symptoms) that will be humiliating or embarrassing (Acarturk, 

Cuijpers, van Straten, & de Graaf, 2009). 

Virtual reality enables the trainees to be exposed to social situations that elicit progressively 

more stress or anxiety. The level of tolerable stress changes from one individual to the next. This 

exposure occurs step-by-step, meaning only when the trainee masters his or her fear with respect 

to a relatively low anxiety-provoking social situation, will the situation be replaced by a 

“stronger” one. This approach is known as exposure therapy (Feske & Chambless, 1995; Gerardi, 

Cukor, Difede, Rizzo, & Rothbaum, 2010; Meyerbröker & Emmelkamp, 2010). The same 

mechanism works for training: Only when the trainee is in a challenging but not threatening 

situation is he or she motivated to practice and go further in learning (Blascovich, 2013). 

The most challenging social interactions are those that include social evaluations such as 

the job interview or public speaking. Research has shown that IVR is successful for public 

speaking training (Anderson, Zimand, Hodges, & Rothbaum, 2005; Gorini & Riva, 2008; Harris 

et al., 2002; Klinger et al., 2005; Parsons & Rizzo, 2008). In the present article, we go beyond 

public speaking training and show how IVR can be beneficial for the development of an array of 

different interpersonal skills. Social evaluation situations elicit a stress response in the individual 

with physiological symptoms of stress (Al'Absi et al., 1997; Kirschbaum, Pirke, & Hellhammer, 

1993) as well as observable nervous behavior (Schmid & Schmid Mast, 2013). Other types of 

difficult social situations are those that are emotionally taxing such as firing an employee or 

providing negative performance feedback. IVR training offers several distinct advantages over 

traditional role play training for interpersonal skills development: (1) ease of access to a training 

partner, (2) double reality, (3) adaptability and variability of training scenarios, (4) possibility for 

new experiences, and (5) new ways of providing feedback. 
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Ease of Access to Training Partners 

Practice fosters training transfer (Bedwell, Fiore, & Salas, 2014; Salas & Cannon-Bowers, 

2001) and is not only crucial for the acquisition of new skills but also for the maintenance and 

perfection of acquired skills. The way towards becoming an expert in a given domain leads 

through practice. The deliberate practice model by Ericsson, Krampe, and Tesch-Römer (1993) 

underscores that continued deliberate practice is key for attaining expert status and to maintain 

professional performance in various domains. Providing the opportunity to practice is also key 

for interpersonal skills development (Blanch-Hartigan, Andrzejewski, & Hill, 2012).  

To practice social skills, one needs a training partner who role-plays (Agboola Sogunro, 

2004; Salas et al., 2009). Such training partners are not always readily available. When practicing 

public speaking in front of a large audience, the logistics and costs of organizing a room full of 

people to represent the audience is challenging. Conversely, the virtual humans are available 24/7 

and once they are programmed, they do not need to be trained, scheduled, nor paid. In IVR, there 

are almost no barriers (other than the availability of the training infrastructure and the personal 

motivation of the trainee) as to how often the trainee can practice (Sitzmann, 2011) which is an 

advantage for learning given the importance of providing opportunities for practice for training 

success (Bedwell et al., 2014; Ericsson et al., 1993). 

Double Reality 

Trainees experience co-presence with the virtual humans in IVR (Bulu, 2012). Co-presence 

means being aware that other individuals are present and perceive us; there is a psychological 

connection between the trainee and the virtual humans. However, at the same time, trainees 

perceive the virtual social interaction partner as artificial enough to alleviate the stress normally 

experienced in social evaluation situations. Thus, when interacting with virtual agents, trainees 
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practice in a socially relatively risk-free environment. This characteristic of IVR ties back to what 

Meyerbröker and Emmelkamp (2010) posit as conditions necessary for VRET to be efficient in 

treating anxiety disorders: (1) The trainee has to experience anxiety meaning that the virtual 

simulation needs to be perceived with some degree of reality but at the same time, (2) there must 

be information available that is incompatible with the experienced fear reaction, which is the 

knowledge that one is simply in a virtual reality training session and that the anxiety-triggering 

stimulus is not real. Such psychology-safe aspects are crucial for training success (Blume, 

Baldwin, & Ryan, 2013; Salas et al., 2009). 

Adaptability and Variability of Training Scenarios 

Although there is a solid theoretical basis for transfer of training, in practice, such transfer 

does not always happen (Baldwin, Ford, & Blume, 2017). To remedy this problem, scholars in 

the field of human resource development suggest using a person-centric approach that puts the 

trainee and the learning context in the center of learning (Baldwin et al., 2017). The use of IVR 

training does respond to this claim.  

Training transfer is increased when the simulation situation is closest to the situation the 

trainee will be faced when back at work (Baldwin & Ford, 1988; Blume, Ford, Baldwin, & 

Huang, 2010; Cheng & Hampson, 2008). Given that any environment and social constellation 

can be programmed in IVR, the training scenario can be matched to any real environment. This 

way, individualized creation of meaning in training is possible which would result in individual 

learning paths (Poell, 2017). It is possible to model virtual humans to resemble real people. This 

opens the possibility that trainees can encounter people they know. It would be possible, for 

instance, to train for a specific encounter say with the CEO of the company and train this very 

specific situation with a virtual human that looks exactly like the CEO.  
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Virtual humans can be programmed to have a large repertoire of interaction behaviors 

available to challenge the trainees in order to adapt and help them progress. To illustrate, in a 

scenario in which a leader practices to provide negative performance feedback to an employee, he 

or she can choose whether to train with a female or a male employee, with a younger or older 

employee, or with an employee from African, Asian, or European descent. Moreover, the user 

can choose between different employee reactions: The employee can become defensive, 

aggressive, or depressed. Trainees in a public speaking scenario might want to start training with 

a small audience and then gradually increase the size of the virtual audience between practice sets 

or they might want to train with an uncooperative audience in which agents leave the room while 

the trainee delivers his or her speech. Also, variability of the virtual environment is easily 

possible such as giving a presentation in a large conference room or a small office. 

Possibility for New Experiences 

Interestingly, the definition of IVR focuses on copying the reality and making the virtual as 

real as possible (Pierce & Aguinis, 1997). We argue that in order to leverage the potential of IVR 

training, we need to immerse trainees in uncommon scenarios and environments to allow for out-

of-the-ordinary experiences. In IVR any environment can be created – fictitious or real. 

Moreover, combinations of realistic elements in a way that is very unlikely to occur in reality are 

possible. For instance, it is possible to have a trainee give a speech to the virtual audience while 

standing on a plank over a huge precipice (Figure 3). This adds another stressor: fear of heights. 

Practicing in such a highly stressful situation and learning to master it might be beneficial for 

training transfer in that when faced with “only” having to give a speech, this will be perceived as 

a relatively easy task. Whether such additional stress unrelated to the task at hand indeed fosters 

learning and under which conditions and for which trainees is unknown to date. 
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There is also the possibility to simulate socially impossible encounters. As an example, the 

trainee can encounter him- or herself in IVR. A virtual human that looks like the actual self who 

possesses the facial features rendered from digital photographs but behaves independently of the 

self is called a doppelganger (Bailenson, 2012). Male trainees who see their doppelganger giving 

a public speech, report less public speaking anxiety (Aymerich-Franch & Bailenson, 2014). It 

would also be possible that the doppelganger coaches the trainee during training, which might be 

a more effective form of coaching (Ahn, Fox, & Hahm, 2014). Another avenue for the use of 

doppelgangers would be training of empathy and perspective taking in that the trainee sees his or 

her doppelganger in a difficult situation which could then increase empathy for other people in 

such a situation (e.g., the trainee fires him- or herself, meaning his or her doppelganger). Again, 

whether these scenarios result in quicker or more long-lasting learning of social skills remains to 

be tested empirically. 

New Ways of Providing Feedback 

Meta-analytical research has demonstrated that receiving feedback on one’s practice is one 

of the most important components in interpersonal skills training, next to practice (Blanch-

Hartigan et al., 2012). Feedback can be built into the IVR training in different ways. For instance, 

feedback can be provided in an implicit manner by programming certain reactions of the virtual 

humans depending on what the trainee does or does not do. As an example, for public speaking 

training, the audience can start to be distracted and not paying attention to the speech if the 

quality of the trainee’s speech is not good (Batrinca, Stratou, Shapiro, Morency, & Scherer, 

2013). The trainee obtains immediate but implicit feedback via the behavior of the virtual 

interaction partners.  
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Such implicit feedback can be provided in different ways. The training program can foresee 

different reactions of the agent or the trainer can choose which one fits best, either at the outset of 

the training or during training. However, the latter requires an active input of the trainer in the 

computer while the simulation is running. More automated systems exist. These involve social 

sensing, meaning sensors in the environment (e.g., camera, microphone, Kinect) and adapted 

computer algorithms that extract the desired information from the sensors (e.g., speaking time 

duration, eye gaze) (Pentland & Heibeck, 2010; Schmid Mast, Gatica-Perez, Frauendorfer, 

Nguyen, & Choudhury, 2015). The sensed behavior of the trainee can then trigger certain 

reactions in the simulation, for instance, how the virtual human reacts. Such feedback can be 

provided more implicitly, as discussed above, or in an explicit way. As an example for the latter, 

the trainee can obtain feedback on how to change his or her behavior directly during a virtual 

reality job interview training, e.g., the trainee is explicitly instructed to smile more during the job 

interview (Baur, Damian, Gebhard, Porayska-Pomsta, & André, 2013; Gebhard et al., 2014; 

Hoque, Courgeon, Martin, Mutlu, & Picard, 2013). 

The currently existing fully automated systems that are based on social sensing are able to 

automatically assess the behavior of the trainee with satisfying accuracy (e.g., how much smiling 

or eye contact). However, a big existing limitation is that the interpretation of this behavior 

remains challenging and is often simply decided by the researchers without a clear empirical 

basis. How do we know whether smiling 5 times during a job interview is good or bad? It 

depends on the type of job and many other factors (Ruben, Hall, & Schmid Mast, 2015). The 

interpretation of nonverbal cues is highly context specific (Knapp, Hall, & Horgan, 2013). More 

research in the domain of nonverbal behavior and first impressions is needed that can then inform 

the decision rules built into automated IVR training systems. 
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A Research Agenda 

To date, we only have evidence from clinical psychology and some from educational 

science suggesting the effectiveness of IVR interpersonal skills trainings (Merchant, Goetz, 

Cifuentes, Keeney-Kennicutt, & Davis, 2014; Powers & Emmelkamp, 2008). With respect to 

public speaking, IVR training has also proven effective in non-clinical populations (Gerardi et al., 

2010). Whether IVR is equally effective for the training of different types of social skills (e.g., 

empathy, leadership) in the human resource development domain remains to be tested. There is a 

pressing need for more empirical evidence as this training technology emerges. We propose a 

research agenda along two axes: (1) factors of training transfer and (2) personality characteristics. 

Factors of Training Transfer in IVR Interpersonal Skills Training 

For assessing training success in the human resource development domain, Kirkpatrick’s 

(1967) four levels of training evaluation is widely used. The model distinguishes among reactions 

(e.g., whether the trainees liked the training), learning (e.g., what the trainees learned from the 

training), behavior (e.g., whether what was learned can be transferred to the job – training 

transfer), and results (e.g., whether the training affects performance on the job). Phillips (1996) 

added another level which is the one about comparing the 4th level of Kirkpatrick with the cost of 

training. Establishing IVR interpersonal skills training as a valid method in the human resource 

development context will necessitate showing that trainees improve in their social skills at work 

(level 3) and that this is related to better performance (level 4) such as, for instance, more client 

satisfaction, better sales, or better supervisor ratings.  

Another important aspect of training success that is relevant for IVR training is the 

comparison between the training costs and training outcomes (Phillips, 1996). In other words, 
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maybe IVR training shows the same training results as traditional role play training but the 

training costs are reduced because part of the training can be “outsourced” to the virtual humans.  

From the above follows that the question of whether or not IVR social skills training is 

effective cannot easily be answered. We believe that a more fruitful way for progressing 

empirically in this field is to focus on factors that have been identified as important for training 

transfer and more specifically for soft skills training transfer (Laker & Powell, 2011). Laker and 

Powell mention that soft skills training methods are rather experiential which fits perfectly with 

the IVR approach. They identify dimensions on which soft skills and hard skills training differ 

with respect to their effects on transfer. Some of these dimensions are relevant for IVR training 

and we discuss them here in light of how IVR training can foster or hamper training transfer in 

interpersonal skills training. By doing so, we derive ten hypotheses for future empirical testing. 

  Trainee resistance to learning. Laker and Powell posit that soft skills learning “may 

increase the trainee’s anxiety because such training frequently introduces behavioral responses 

and cognitions that conflict with previously held beliefs, values, and frequently used behaviors.” 

(2011, p. 115). We suggest that the anxiety linked to learning new interpersonal behaviors stems 

from social evaluation processes, meaning that the trainee feels observed and judged and 

especially if the behavior is unfamiliar in the repertoire of the trainee, such anxiety is increased. 

IVR typically reduces social anxiety because of the effect of the double reality discussed above; 

knowing that the virtual humans are patient and non-judgmental while trying out new behavioral 

responses can help reduce anxiety and decrease resistance to learning. 

H1: Training with virtual humans in IVR instead of with real social interaction partners 

reduces felt anxiety in the trainee, leading to less resistance to learning. 
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Studies addressing this hypothesis could, for instance, provide participants with specific 

training instructions (e.g., to talk loudly, to use pauses, to use hand gestures, and to smile from 

time to time during their presentation) in a public speaking training. For training, participants 

would then be faced either with a room full of real people as the audience or a similar room filled 

with virtual humans. The researchers can measure stress and anxiety (physiological and self-

reported) during training and presentation performance after training (e.g., give a 2 min 

presentation in front of an audience of real people). To assess performance, ideally, there would 

be a baseline measure of how well participants do before training (e.g., a 2 min presentation in 

front of an audience of real people). Researchers could then test whether there is a difference in 

elicited stress or anxiety during training between the two conditions (real audience or virtual 

audience) and whether this difference produced different training performance outcomes, 

measured as the performance increase with respect to the 2 min presentations (baseline and post-

training). 

Immediacy and salience of feedback and consequences. Laker and Powell (2011) observe 

that feedback in social skills training is typically not immediate and salient. Here, IVR training 

can bring an advantage as discussed in the new ways of providing feedback. In traditional 

interpersonal skills training, the trainee practices and receives feedback by the trainer after 

practice. In IVR training, feedback can be built into the practice in real-time, meaning while the 

trainee is practicing, making the feedback and consequences of the trainee’s interpersonal 

behavior consequences both immediate and salient. This feedback can be built in as implicit 

feedback, meaning that the virtual social interaction partner reacts in a specific way to what the 

trainee does (e.g., the audience becomes distracted when the trainee does not look at them while 

delivering a presentation), or as explicit feedback, meaning that there is additional information 
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provided to the trainee while practicing (e.g., a button turns red when a job applicant does not 

look at the audience while delivering a presentation). 

For the implicit feedback, either the trainer chooses among different pre-programmed 

virtual interaction partner’s reactions via keyboard input or sensors assess the trainee’s behavior 

and computer algorithms extract the relevant information (social sensing, Schmid Mast et al., 

2015) and direct the virtual interaction partner’s reactions during the simulation. We posit that 

implicit feedback (via the behavior of the virtual interaction partner) is more efficient in 

achieving training success than explicit feedback delivered during practice because focusing on 

expressing new behavior and at the same time paying attention to this type of feedback most 

likely results in information overload hampering learning. 

H2: Within an IVR interpersonal skills training framework, implicit feedback during 

training leads to better training success than explicit feedback. 

An additional question to consider here is the timing of the explicit feedback. It can be done 

in real-time and that would then match the implicit feedback in terms of timing, or it can be 

provided later, meaning after training. Real-time explicit feedback is not trivial because it might 

present a cognitive load (e.g., information popping up stating that the trainee needs to speak 

louder while he/she is presenting). Feedback delivered after the practice part is less disruptive but 

here the question is on what level the feedback will be provided. Will it be just a reflection of a 

person’s behavior compared to a benchmark (e.g., you smiled 3 times during training and the 

average trainee smiles 5 times) or will it be an evaluative feedback (e.g., you did not smile 

enough or you did not convey such a good impression). 

Whether feedback is more easily accepted and leads to similar learning success when it 

comes from the computer than when it comes from the human trainer is unclear to date. Existing 
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research points to the possibility that the acceptance does not change but that the human feedback 

is reflected upon and processed more thoroughly than computer-based feedback (Mishra, 2006). 

Such deep-processing might be beneficial for behavioral change. 

H3: Within an IVR interpersonal skills training framework, explicit feedback coming from 

the human trainer will improve training success more than automated explicit feedback by the 

computer. 

When empirically testing this hypothesis, the researcher needs to make sure that the 

feedback content provided by the trainer is identical to the feedback provided by the computer. 

This is important to disentangle the effect of the presence of a human for feedback from the effect 

that the trainee typically can ask clarification questions to the trainer but not to the computer. 

Best would be to design a study in which these aspects can be separated. 

Similarity between training, work, and work environment. Social situations in which 

different types of soft skills are needed are complex and diverse (Laker & Powell, 2011). 

Traditional interpersonal skills trainings often focus on a given social situation or role play. In 

role play, the training situation is not necessarily similar to the workplace situation and the 

training partners look different and behave differently from the collaborators, clients, or superiors 

faced with in the work environment. IVR training can remedy this limitation of traditional 

interpersonal skills training via the aforementioned variability of the training scenarios. It enables 

adapting the training environment, the training partners, and the social situation to each trainee to 

maximize similarity with the trainee’s work and work environment. This resembles informal 

learning because it is closer to on-the-job learning and training (Poell, 2017). 
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H4: Within an IVR interpersonal skills training framework, practicing with a virtual work 

environment or with virtual humans that resemble the real work environment or the real human 

interaction partners at work will increase training transfer. 

To empirically test this hypothesis, we think that training with virtual humans who 

resemble the real humans at the workplace would be the place to start. Researchers could create 

virtual humans that resemble, for example, the superior of the trainee (e.g., based on 

photographs). Trainees would then train to ask for a salary raise, as an example, either addressing 

the virtual human who looks like their superior or a virtual human that has no particular 

resemblance with the superior. Again, training outcomes would need to be assessed in a 

standardized way after training (preferably controlled for baseline performance). There might be 

ethical limitations to such a scenario because the superior might not have given consent to be 

“used” as a virtual person in a training.  

Similarity of the physical environment (e.g., how the office looks) between the IVR 

simulation and the job reality might be less important for training success. We believe that a 

crucial advantage of IVR social skills training is to use the aforementioned possibilities for new 

experiences. Empower trainees by providing them with the experience of a “superhero” that can 

fly over a city and then have the person deliver a speech, for instance. These new experiences 

trigger emotional reactions that can help consolidate learning. They might also increase training 

motivation because the experience is new and different from what can be experienced in 

traditional training. 

H5: Within an IVR interpersonal skills training framework, practicing in a scenario that is 

not possible or very unlikely in the real world increases training motivation and training transfer. 
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We are currently testing whether having people provide a public speech with the additional 

stress of fear of heights because they are standing at the edge of a pit (Figure 3), results in better 

training success. If that is the case, the next question concerns the mechanism behind this effect. 

It is possible that the trainees feel powerful due to the elevation and this is why they do a better 

job in public speaking (e.g., speak louder, use more hand gestures) or they might be more 

disinhibited because of the adrenaline released and this makes them perform better. 

Level of proficiency (mastery) achieved in training. Laker and Powell (2011) state that for 

maintaining a certain level of mastery, continued training or guidance is necessary. Here also, 

IVR training offers interesting possibilities. Given the ease of access to training partners, such 

prolonged practice after a training workshop is easily possible. The trainee can, for instance, 

obtain a digital version of the training scenarios with the virtual humans and can continue the 

training at home. Moreover, the reduced social judgment related to using virtual humans might 

positively impact the duration or the frequency of the practice trials for subsequent training 

sessions. There is evidence showing that training in a virtual reality environment might boost 

training motivation. In a study that compared traditional therapy methods for treating public 

speaking anxiety with IVR treatment, the effects were similar but the dropout rate was lower in 

the IVR treatment condition (Wallach, Safir, & Bar-Zvi, 2009). This suggests a motivational 

factor. However, a more recent meta-analysis did not confirm that there was a dropout difference 

between traditional anxiety therapy methods and IVR treatments (Opriş et al., 2012). This issue 

clearly needs more research. 

H6: Within an IVR interpersonal skills training framework, training motivation for further 

practice sets will be increased compared to when role-playing with real humans. 
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Motivation for further training can be assessed prospectively via a questionnaire but better 

would be to check how much time a trainee invests in training with a real human or training with 

a virtual human. It would be interesting to tease apart which aspects drive the increase training 

motivation when training with virtual humans. Is it the fact that one has to schedule the training 

with a real human instead of just turning on the computer to train (for a scenario that runs on a 

computer at home)? Is it the fact that one has to go out and meet the real human instead of just 

training at home? Or, is it that one thinks it is unreasonable to repeat many times with a real 

human whereas one does not feel ill at ease about repetitions and retakes in front of the virtual 

human? 

Degree of self-efficacy achieved. Enhancing trainee’s perceptions of self-efficacy during 

training increases performance (Laker & Powell, 2011). IVR training provides opportunities for 

new experiences as reviewed earlier. The level of stress experienced during training can be 

adapted to each trainee individually by using such new experiences. The goal is, as in exposure 

therapy, to confront the learner with a tolerable dose of stress to which the learner will adapt 

before the challenge is increased to push learning further. This results in the experience of high 

levels of self-efficacy which foster learning. 

H7: Within an IVR interpersonal skills training framework, adapting the stress level during 

practice to an individually tolerable level results in increased self-efficacy which in turn fosters 

learning. 

Stress makes people rely on reflexive behavior and acquired habits in decision making and 

less on goal-directed behavior (Sandi, 2013; Starcke & Brand, 2012). This is why it is important 

to alleviate stress during training, as new skills need to be acquired and people should inhibit 

relying on past habits. Importantly, there are individual differences in the degree to which 
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exposure to stressful situations affects cognition (Sandi, 2013). The same stressful situation can 

be perceived by one individual as a challenge and thus be invigorating and lead to improved 

performance, whereas it can be experienced as a threat by another individual, leading to 

withdrawal or lower performance (Tomaka, Blascovich, Kibler, & Ernst, 1997). To test the 

effects of the individual adaptation of the stress level, one would compare this condition to a 

condition in which the stress level is typically low for all participants and with a condition in 

which the stress level is typically high to test whether individual adaptation really is an 

advantage. 

Personality in IVR Training 

One important factor that affects training transfer besides the quality and frequency of 

practice and feedback are characteristics of the trainee because they affect training motivation 

and are related to the acceptance of the new technology that in turn affects training motivation 

and training success. In terms of training motivation and personality, research shows that internal 

locus of control as well as achievement motivation are related to more training motivation while 

anxiety and age are negatively related to training motivation (Colquitt, LePine, & Noe, 2000). 

Whether trainee’s personality affects the trainee’s motivation with regards to training with IVR 

remains an open research question. We expect that highly anxious trainees would probably have 

less motivation to train with the new technology because they might be more scared of new 

things than less anxious people. On the other hand, they might profit more from practice once 

doing the training because IVR enables them to master their social stress more easily given that 

the virtual humans elicit less fear of social rejection or embarrassment (double reality). 
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H8: In an IVR interpersonal skills training, highly anxious trainees have reduced training 

motivation compared low anxious trainees but once practicing in IVR, they progress faster than 

low anxious trainees. 

We also question whether or not older trainees might be more reluctant to train with new 

technologies and profit less from the IVR training. Supporting this argument is research showing 

that older people feel less immersed in virtual reality environments than younger people 

(Siriaraya & Siang Ang, 2012).   

H9: In an IVR interpersonal skills training, younger trainees have increased training 

motivation and better training outcomes compared older trainees. 

When looking at personality characteristics related to feeling immersed in a virtual 

environment, research shows that extraversion is related to increased subjective feelings of being 

immersed in the virtual world (Laarni, Ravaja, Saari, & Hartmann, 2004) which could be 

conductive to training success. However, there is also empirical evidence showing that 

introversion is related to feeling more immersed in an anxiousness-eliciting virtual environment 

(a test situation) (Alsina-Jurnet & Gutiérrez-Maldonado, 2010). The link between extraversion 

and immersion therefore probably depends on whether the IVR training scenario is highly 

stressful or not. 

H10: In an IVR interpersonal skills training, extraverted trainees achieve better training 

success than introverted trainees but this relation is reversed in highly stressful training 

environments. 

A researcher who is interested in tackling empirical questions such as the ones outlined in 

this article can either collaborate with researchers who already use IVR in their research or 

purchase a virtual reality system and develop a simulation scenario on a virtual reality software 
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platform. These software platforms become more and more user-friendly and do not need a 

computer specialist but still some programming skills to develop the scenarios. Currently, there 

are only a few scenarios commercially available that are ready to be used (e.g., “virtual orator” or 

“VRIST public speaking” for public speaking training, or “VRIST job interview training” for 

preparing for a job interview).  

Conclusion 

IVR systems enabling interactions with virtual humans have been around for about ten 

years. Nevertheless, the development of training scenarios using this technology has gained 

momentum only recently with the widespread availability and reasonable costs of HMDs through 

which participants perceive the 3D virtual world surrounding them (e.g., Oculus Rift or HTC 

Vive). In our view, the gain in using virtual humans for social skills training comes from using 

virtual humans as social interaction partners for training. We do not advocate for machines 

teaching humans interpersonal skills or for trainers to become obsolete (Davis, 2016); we would 

like to promote the use of virtual humans as sparring partners during interpersonal skills training. 

In this approach, machines will help making social skills training more efficient in that the 

practice part of the social skills training can be “outsourced” to the machine, freeing up capacities 

of the trainer. The role of the trainer remains important, as is also expressed by our hypothesis 3, 

stating that feedback from a human trainer is more efficient than automated feedback from the 

computer. Moreover, we are not advocating that IVR replace traditional role play in training, but 

rather that it be used to complement role play or to prepare for the role play or to consolidate 

what was learned in role play. Such blended training for the workplace is in the forefront of 

training development (Lee, 2010).  
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Although we advocate for the benefits of using IVR for social skills training, it is important 

to consider the limitations and potential negative consequences emerging from using this 

technology. As mentioned before, the limited interactivity of the social interaction is a challenge 

for training social interaction scenarios that require back and forth discussion such as in 

negotiations, for instance. This might change with the integration of social sensing techniques 

(Schmid Mast et al., 2015).  

Trainers might resist the use of the technology and they might fear to be replaced by it. It is 

therefore important to educate them on how the technology works and on how to best use it for 

interpersonal skills training. This information needs to be based on empirical evidence. 

Therefore, human resource development scholars need to push forward the research agenda in 

this domain. To what extent adding or replacing certain social skills training elements by IVR 

results in better transfer learning remains to be tested. How the technology affects training 

motivation and how feedback can be integrated are important research questions that we need to 

answer. We are also convinced that the use of the technology in research can offer insights into 

more theoretical aspects of how transfer learning occurs, especially by using the possibilities for 

new experiences that are different from traditional interpersonal skills trainings, e.g., give a 

presentation at the edge of a pit, fly like a superhero, encounter yourself. Using such scenarios, 

we can test, for instance, the importance of the emotional and physiological reaction to the 

training scenario and how this affects learning. As an example, we can explore in more detail the 

effect of self-efficacy on transfer learning by providing a doppelganger as a role model for the 

interpersonal behavior and see whether a new behavior is adopted quicker and in a more 

sustainable way. Watching one’s doppelganger give a brilliant speech might trigger self-efficacy 

and thus accelerate learning of new interpersonal skills.  
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Human resource development scholars should be involved in evaluating the benefits and 

pitfalls of this new technology for training. Solid empirical evidence will at the same time 

prevent to blindly follow the hype about the magical effect of a new technology or to naively fear 

that the technology will take over the human. Both are extremes and it is the researchers’ 

responsibility to provide guidance as to when and how and for which interpersonal skills training, 

IVR can best be used. The goal is to avoid investing precious training resources without 

empirical evidence of its effect. The goal is also to see whether the new technology can mitigate 

some of the disappointing outcomes with traditional training interventions and to come up with 

best practices for using IVR in training. We suggest a set of 10 hypotheses as a starting point and 

research agenda for the field of human resource development.  
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Table 1 

Main Characteristics of the Existing VR Training Systems 

Type of VR 

system 

User wears an 

HMD 

Navigation Immersion Costs 

Screen-based 

(or desktop) 

VR 

No Mouse and/or 

keyboard 

Relatively low Relatively 

cheap 

Desktop IVR Yes Remote control Relatively high More 

expensive 

Walking IVR Yes 

 

Walking 

around (remote 

control can be 

used if 

necessary) 

Very high Most 

expensive 

Note: IVR means immersive virtual reality; HMD means head mounted display 
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Figure 1. Participant wearing an HMD and giving a presentation in front of an audience of virtual 

humans in a conference room (the participant, depicted on the left upper corner, is completely 

immersed in the conference room environment). 
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Figure 2. Participant wearing an HMD and sitting in front of a computer and practicing a job 

interview question the virtual human avatar asked (chosen from the menu on the right). 
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Figure 3. Participant wearing an HMD and giving a presentation in front of an audience of virtual 

humans while standing on a plank over a precipice and looking down on the audience (scenario 

adapted from WorldViz). 

 

 


